
No extended dwell time

Short dry time  

3 hour to traffic & abrasive cut 

No Need to Replace Slab, Resurface or Epoxy

Eliminate multiple applications needed from 

similar products

Alternative laborious flooring solutions 

Epoxy alternative & optional product

reduction

Extends life cycle of concrete

No VOC 

Green Umbrella® ProfileFil Plus™ Green Umbrella’s latest advancement in reactive 
grouting technology with GUnanoInside™, for profiled floors. Creating an invisible 

bond that improves surface strength. ProfileFil Plus’s innovative bonding formula and colorant acceptance 
ensure a long-term solution for abrasively polished architectural concrete problemed floors. It is formulated to 
be non-polluting, environmentally safe, and quick curing grout. Introduced during the profiling process @Ma-
tureAge, it fills concrete micro-holes, micro-cracks, and even small aggregate roll-outs. Additionally, by closing 
off the surface, it allows for a highly reflective finish, if 
desired. ProfileFil Plus simply is “The Slab Saver” for 
damaged architectural concrete that could not be honed 
without surface grout, helping to lessen your environ-
mental impact. 

CUT DOWNTIME

CUT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

CUT LABOR

55/DRUM 275/TOTE5/PAIL

PACKAGING

CUTSHEET

844.200.7336
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THE SLAB SAVER

Use ProfileFil Plus after the profile cut, with GU abrasives, 

GC-X or GC-Fusion. Profile the floor wet with ProfileFil Plus 

allowing it to mix with the slurry to create the fill. Dilute 

ProfileFil Plus 1:2 and apply in front of grinder with a 

pump-up sprayer working into the floor with dedicated soft 

bristle broom. To maintain, simply damp mop, auto scrub, 

and periodically burnish using Green Umbrella LifeCycle™ 

maintenance system treatments. 

EASY TO INSTALL - SIMPLE TO MAINTAIN

VERSATILE ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATIONS
Ideal for interior, vertical or horizontal Demanding Applica-

tions; warehouse/distribution centers, food service, parking 

decks, garages, hospitals, or similar & specifically for dye and 

pigment Decorative Color Applications; retail spaces & 

showrooms, restaurants, business offices, lobby areas, muse-

ums, municipalities, airports, hospitals, schools, fire-stations, 

or most concrete surfaces.

SURFACE & SUBSURFACE / REACTIVE GROUT / INSOLUBLE


